
NEWIM
NETWORK OF EVANGELICAL WOMEN IN MINISTRY



INTENTIONAL INCLUSION
HOSPITALITY AT ITS BEST



BECKY, CHRISTY, CATHLEEN, JUNE, LUANN, RUGENA

NEWIM’s Goal
We want to be a vital resource for 
women of all ethnicities, ages, 
ministry roles, backgrounds

• Resources

• Connections

• Education

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
RugenaWe’d love to look out in the audience of our retreats and see a variety of skin colors and hair textures:  A multi-cultural, multi-ethnic organizationWe’d like to see different ethnicities represented in the authors we quote, books referenced, music, food, people who are serving and upfront.Some on the team were focused on:Resources – reading materials, exercisesConnections – Form friendships with women from other ethnicities – get to know people as dear friends – love wellEducation –Educating ourselves and then sharing what we learned with our other teams



FOCUS GROUP:  WHAT WORKED WELL?

• First Interaction

• First couple of hours

• Food and Music 

• FAQs and pre-retreat letters

• Trained Facilitators of small groups

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Luann/JuneThis is a photo of a small group that Kim Bagato hosted at the Arizona Springs Retreat – this diverse group of women (older, younger;  single, married; mature Christian/doubting faith; African American, Asian, WhiteThe small group bonded so well – they volunteered to share with us what worked wellWe learned:Main question women are asking as they arrive: Am I welcomed here?**INTENTIONAL TO BE THE SAME WITH EVERYONE – first interaction, first couple of hours are keyWomen of color are wondering, “am I welcome here?” We are looking for signs that we are welcome. Do they have prejudices against me? (“my skin color is all out in front, the first thing others see. I’m hyper aware during the first couple of hours to see how I’m treated, I wonder if people are being less friendly or not interacting with me because I am a woman of color? I have to watch and see.)Underscore the importance of the first interaction and the first couple of hours to be sure everyone is feeling welcomed the same (if we give a exhuburant hug to a White women who is a friend, and a handshake to Brown woman we haven’t met before – what does that say?) We also need to pay attention to how women are brought into the conversation – are they all treat the same (who do we look to when we ask a question?);Adds to a feeling of safety if there are other women of color at the event, included in the advertising materials, or in our resourcesWe want to non-verbally signal, “we are glad that you came”Preferences around food and music can signal to others that we are glad they come; FAQs to be explicit about what we expect (clothes to wear, charismatic or not, multi generational, multi denominational); Everything women need to know in a way that communicates “you are welcome here.”Facilitators**We thought it’d be a good idea to have available some Facilitator Training for our small group leaders.Be sure that the facilitator is treating and responding to everyone the sameBody language is importantBe sure women are heard from your heart – they want you to understand the world as they see it.  Your experience isn’t theirs.Don’t ask “weird” questions or make comments like “you have an exotic beauty” —– why qualify “beautiful” with “exotic” which underscores that her family is not seen as American (which they are) but seen as “exotic”.. This feels “othering”Lead with vulnerability so people can come together at a deeper level – communicating that I am human – and friendships form as we empathize and have compassion for each other



‘DRAW THE BUG’
Becky

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
BeckyMaterials needed: Paper and pencil for each participant. I am going to describe a drawing I have made of a bug. (Bug drawing attached) Without seeing the drawing, you are to draw the bug that I describe. You may not ask questions or talk to each other. Describe the bug. The bug is round. The bug has eight legs, grouped in pairs with four legs on the left and four legs on the right. In the pairs, one leg is longer than the other. The bug has two eyes on top of the body. The bug has two squiggly antenna. The bug has two pea-pod shaped wings. The bug has a spot next to each wing. The bug has a triangular stinger on the bottom of the body The bug has two feelers on each foot - one longer than the other, both coming from the same side of the leg. The bug has a round mouth, placed between the two eyes. 1The bug laid five square eggs to the left of the stinger. After everyone is finished... Hold up your bug so others in your group can see. Note some of the similarities and differences. Show the drawing to the entire group. Discussion questions: -Why don't all the bugs look like mine? (Interpretation: everyone has a different interpretation, based on his or her experiences.) –What did you think of first when you were told to draw a bug? What did you see in your mind? –What could we have done differently so that your drawings and mine would have looked more alike? –What would have been the advantages of allowing questions to be asked? -How many of you wanted questions to be asked? Adapted from A Kaleidoscope of Leadership, Minnesota Extension Service





READING WHILE BLACK: AFRICAN AMERICAN BIBLICAL 
INTERPRETATION AS AN EXERCISE IN HOPE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
RugenaEsau McCaulley video regarding Reading While Black: African American Biblical Interpretation as an Exercise in Hope Small group getting together to watch the videos and discuss.When we come to the Bible we ask questions based on our own experience. Esau shows how African Americans have been asking questions of the Bible from the very beginning. The Black church has a rich theology. It’s very insightful to read the familiar Biblical stories from a different perspective.Mary the mother of Jesus in a small town but less than an hour’s walk from Herod’s City of Sepphoris – in the Magnificat she is glorifying God for bringing justice to her oppressed people – the patron saint of activistsMoses and Joseph in bi-racial marriages.  Joseph’s two bi-racial sons part of the 12 tribes of Israel. Simon of Cyrene (African) carried the Cross for Christ. The Ethopian eunuch (African) heard the gospel from Philip.  Christianity isn’t a White mans religion – its been about blessing the world and involved Africans from the beginning.

https://seminarynow.com/programs/reading-while-black?cid=1593428&permalink=esau-intromp4-c24d1a


ACCOMPLISHED

• Changed the Springs form so that it doesn’t sound like you 
have to have a title to come.

• When women register, we asked about their favorite 
worship song and created a playlist with all of them to use 
during the retreat.

• We asked women about their favorite snacks when they 
registered

• Began working on putting together a team to host a Latino 
pastors’ wives retreat – still working on it

• Hosted a 6-week Conversation About Racism

• Making connections in the Central Valley with Latino women

• Realized that we need to reach out and become friends with 
diverse women so that we can invite them to come.

• Working with Marisa on social media becoming more 
targeted toward younger women

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Cathleen with the Animated Slide (click to advance each bullet)
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